










Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan（1894）から始まり、
『怪談』Kwaidan（1904）、『日本―一つの解明』




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































る。彼女の美しさは、「Japanese ideal of beauty（日
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ディオ・ハーン著作集 ( 第 14 巻 )』（恒文社、
1992）
ラフカディオ ハーン著、斎藤正二他訳『ラフカ













































































 This study explains the difference between Japanese images of women written by Lafcadio Hearn and the pre-
vious images of women created by Japonisme literature, like Madame Chrysanthème by Pierre Loti. Comparing 
Madame Chrysanthème with Kimiko by Hearn. The former is considered as a mysterious Japanese woman like a 
doll and the latter give an image to readers; women who have strong will, decides everything and controls their lives 
without being dominated by anyone. She leads a man to happiness with self-sacrifice and silent love. This image is 
totally different from the image which was made by Japonisme literature, “Japanese women do not know how to re-
fuse.” Hearn sent this book Western countries in 19C, where it was wildly excited at Japonisme.
 On the other hand it is also true that the beautiful courtesans’ world was emphasized without drawing their mis-
erable reality. It should be said that the beautiful image is not Japanese women’s image in realily but an ideal image 
for women for Hearn. Therefore, Hearn was also applying his ideal to Japanese women in the same way as Loti, who 
caught a Japanese woman in a limited image as “a doll”. However, readers who took Kimiko as Japonisme literature 
must have been shocked by the image of the Japanese woman which was different. This is the significance of this 
work.
（2015 年 11 月 2 日受理）
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